We don’t do our best work—or live our best lives—alone.
Timothy Eldred beautifully illustrates this in his latest
book Alone Sucks, painting a picture of what a whole life looks
like and why it involves more than us sitting by ourselves.
Don’t miss this important work at just the right time!
—Jeff Goins, best-selling author of The Art of Work
and Real Artists Don’t Starve
Loneliness is one of those rare ailments that defiantly objects
to publicity. Bringing it into the light with honesty and unvarnished vulnerability is the first hammer-whack on its ceramic
frailty. Through his own story of acute isolation, Tim Eldred
names the squiggly things under the rock, carrying the hope
of light into dark places.
—Mark Oestreicher, partner, The Youth Cartel,
and author of Hopecasting: Finding, Keeping
and Sharing the Things Unseen
With more outlets to “connect” than ever before, it’s remarkable how such a sizable portion of the population feels
desperately alone. In Alone Sucks, Tim Eldred opens a dialogue for all ages about true relational intimacy and our basic
need for connectivity.
—Valorie Kondos Field, UCLA gymnastics
head coach and six-time NCAA Champion
The “bent to wander” is never louder or more singular
than when we’re alone and isolated. My friend Tim Eldred
bravely and honestly lights up the dark corners of isolation
and has inspired me to be more intentional to seek authentic
community.
—Geoff Moore, recording artist and songwriter

Alone Sucks comes at just the right time. This isn’t just another
book for everyone else to read—it hit home for my own daily
struggle. Tim’s insight and refreshing honesty will give you
the courage to face your fears and the wisdom to help others
as well.
—Mike Penberthy, NBA Champion and assistant
coach of the New Orleans Pelicans
Alone Sucks is the message we all need to hear. Tim says the
right words at just the right time in our society to guide us
through the stormy waters of life. This book is filled with real
answers we can’t ignore, especially for the next generation.
—Joe Bonsall, forty-three-year member
of the American music group The Oak Ridge Boys
and author of ten books
Heart-healing wisdom! Every page of Alone Sucks is saturated
with compassion. Tim’s soul-bearing story reveals the sorrow
and solution of being alone. This book is a life preserver that
will pull you out of the undertow of life and help you rescue
others.
—Kathy Branzell, national coordinator, LOVE2020
Alone Sucks describes a reality we all face. Tim Eldred’s personal story of aloneness and thoughtful words about how to
counteract its effects will be an encouragement both to those
who’ve been there themselves and for those who serve the
many “alones” among us.
—Crystal Kirgiss, PhD, Purdue University, author,
speaker, and Young Life regional trainer

Brilliant and compelling! God has taught Tim Eldred powerful insights he shares openly in this can’t-put-down book. The
vulnerable and transparent lessons in Alone Sucks will bring
fulfilling relationships and community to many people—
young and old.
—Karl F. Schaller, vice president, Summit Ministries
Words can’t express the need for this book in our generation.
Alone Sucks speaks directly to the core of your being—you
won’t want to put it down. Tim’s humor, raw honesty, and
the unapologetic truth he speaks will hit home with whoever
picks up this book.
—Masey McLain, actress, speaker,
and author of It’s Worth It
Loneliness is at the root of so much personal and cultural suffering. But there’s hope! In Alone Sucks, Tim Eldred addresses
this important and timely topic by sharing his own personal
story and God’s remedy for the aloneness he never intended
for us.
—Dr. Wess Stafford, president emeritus,
Compassion International
Timothy Eldred’s Alone Sucks is a raw, refreshing, and real
look at something we all know—we were created to be in
relationship. Using personal stories and amusing anecdotes,
Tim drives his point home and calls us to genuine reflection.
—Jay and Laura Laffoon, cofounders,
Celebrate Ministries, Inc.

You should absolutely read Alone Sucks. But you should
positively not read it—alone. Reading this book by yourself
would be wrong. Instead, you should read this book alone—
together. Yes, most definitely. Alone-together is the right way
to read this book.
—Chris Folmsbee, president, Burlap Media,
and cofounder, icoachforfree.com
Timely and well-written, Alone Sucks reinforces the biblical
perspective that we were created to relate. Alone does suck!
Without caring connections, bad things happen. You will
benefit from Tim’s insights about aloneness. Read it and reap
great rewards.
—Dr. David Ferguson, executive director,
GreatCommandment.net
A must read! Alone Sucks does what Tim Eldred has done
for years—shocks us into reality. We must start hearing the
cries of the multitudes being swallowed alive, stop pointing
out their flaws, and begin penetrating their lives by building
real relationships.
—Bob Lenz, founder, Life Promotions,
and author of Dignity Revolution
Alone Sucks is as clear as it gets and has the power to touch
and heal through Tim’s straight forward, empathic, and
humorous approach to the struggles of humanity.
—Amanda Colleen Williams, eight-time
platinum awarded singer-songwriter
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To Cindy
My best friend and the love of my life.
You rescued me when you could have run away.
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Introduction

Simple Arithmetic

“One is the loneliest number that you’ll ever do.”
—Harry Nilsson

1

T

uesday, April 20, 1999, began as another gorgeous morning
in Littleton, Colorado. But winds of human catastrophe
were about to eclipse an otherwise peaceful day. A violent squall brewing in the lives of two young men was about
to blow in and settle over the campus of Columbine High
School. At 11:19 a.m. Dylan Klebold and Eric Harris pulled
the trigger on a plot that wounded twenty-three people and
left another thirteen dead before the pair of assailants took
their own lives. This “suicide attack,” reported as “the deadliest high school shooting in US history,” would forever change
countless lives and reshape security procedures on school
campuses throughout the country.
Human catastrophe is often the catalyst for contemplation. When turmoil interrupts the peace and quiet of our
lives, we’re quick to consider reasons, solutions, or alternatives. Unfortunately, the opposite is also true. We seldom
slow down to examine deeper issues when we’re enjoying
blues skies, calm waters, and smooth sailing. But when tragedy raises its ugly head and disrupts our serenity, we pause to
ponder the causes, consequences, and chaos that unsettle our
lives. Rocks our world. And sabotages “Easy Street.”
Despite their own haunting words recorded in personal
journals recovered in the aftermath of the Columbine massacre, the motives of the boys who tore the town of Littleton apart
remain unclear. Examinations by law enforcement officials and
3
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psychiatrists reveal that depression, violent video games, social
climate, music, and a goth subculture may have been contributing factors for their actions. But could there be another
essential element and easier explanation for their rampage? An
emotional trigger with inadvertent implications for the human
crises we all face whether we know it or not?
Less than a month after the deadly assault, I sat around
the table in a meeting in Washington D.C. with a few of
my colleagues. Our conversation quickly shifted to Columbine. Any agenda items previously presented for our annual
gathering faded into obsolescence. For us, nothing took precedence over this fresh wound that had impacted the nation
and the lives of so many unassuming students everywhere.
One of the people in our discussion was in Littleton as a crisis
counselor immediately following the disaster, and we were
looking to him for any sort of intuitions and insights to the
looming question, “Why?”
As leaders of a wide variety of youth organizations, we
desperately desired understanding of the underlying reason
for the recent incident. What could we learn from his perspective to help us in our work with young people? Was there
a hidden key to unlock the mystery and prevent such a situation from occurring again? Could his knowledge empower
us to facilitate programs to educate teens, empower teachers,
and equip families with preventative measures or personal
skills to recognize warning signs before another tragedy
would strike? How could we help through our efforts to
ensure there wouldn’t be a next time?
I leaned in and waited with great anticipation for his
4
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response, not knowing his answer would forever impact my
life. Not only would it profoundly form the foundation of my
future work with young people, but it would be therapeutic
for my own life and the lives of thousands of people I am fortunate to serve throughout the world.
My friend slowly looked up from the table to reply, as we
waited with bated breath. “I can answer your questions in one
word. In my opinion, there were many extenuating circumstances that certainly played into the final synopsis leading
up to their ultimate decision, but at the end of the day, it simply boils down to this diagnosis. Alone.”
Seriously? That’s all? I was certainly expecting much
more from him. What did he mean? I’m no mathematician,
but I can do simple arithmetic: 1+1=2. Two is not alone. And
there were two assailants that day. I needed further explanation for his analysis. He elaborated, “Alone isn’t an issue of
proximity; it’s a state of being. Together in a crowd or even in
a one-on-one relationship, people can be completely, utterly
alone.” His words cut deep and began to sink in immediately
as I considered my own life experiences in that moment and
realized what he meant. I had been there many times. Despite
being surrounded by people physically, I recalled times growing up when I felt emotionally isolated, disconnected, even
abandoned. A flood of feelings quickly came over me as I
continued to listen. “Being in a relationship or friendship
doesn’t necessarily equate to a healthy support system with
accountability. Basically, these boys were alone—together.”
We discussed his assessment in detail around the table,
each seeing how it could ultimately be the core cause of
5
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the Columbine massacre. Of course, we carefully reflected
on the other components of the situation as well. They
couldn’t just be overlooked as insignificant or mitigating
factors. But that one five-letter word struck a nerve and
created more questions about its effects than I could possibly imagine. A couple of days later I returned home. For
many weeks, I contemplated the haunting idea of being
alone, but together.
In the busy months that followed, the D.C. table conversation faded from my mind until I received an unexpected
phone call from a local school counselor asking for my assistance. The administration and student government was going
to tackle the issue of school violence when classes resumed
after summer recess. They had found a new, one-act play
about the subject called Bang, Bang You’re Dead. Fearing the
potential fallout and subsequent effects from such a upsetting
script, they asked if I’d be willing to come facilitate conversations with the students in each of the high school classrooms
during the week of the performance. Immediately, I agreed
even as I recalled the dialogue a couple of months earlier
around the table in Washington.
Written in the wake of the school shootings that occurred
in Paducah, Kentucky (1997), Jonesboro, Arkansas (1998),
and Springfield, Oregon (1998), Bang, Bang You’re Dead foreshadowed the Columbine disaster. It opened with the main
character (Josh) in his jail cell after he killed his parents and
five classmates. Repeated throughout the play was a series of
five lines that depicted the mental anguish Josh faced after his
deadly decision:
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Michael: So you make your face a mask.
Katie: A mask that hides your face.
Matt: A face that hides your pain.
Jesse: A pain that eats your heart.
Emily: A heart that nobody knows.

This reoccurring dialogue captured the essence of the
pain that can accompany the concept of being alone my
colleague introduced in our May conversation. We all wear
masks to protect ourselves from the pain of life, but in the
end, it destroys us from the inside out. I knew this five-line
discourse would be a perfect segue from the performance on
the stage to the discussions in the classrooms I would have
with students for the rest of the week.
The message of the play heightened passions and elevated hurts among the students, which created opportunity
for honest conversations to take place. In room after room for
one week, I had access to tender, teenage hearts, each trying
to process the performance they had recently witnessed and
weighed against their own hidden adolescent pain. Instead
of the typical callousness I was often used to encountering
with young people, authentic awareness and sensitivity was
present beyond my expectations, so I took advantage of the
turbulent climate and exploited the emotional openness.
My time in each classroom began with some anemic
Q&A about possible ways to curb school violence. I was
intentionally wading in slowly. As anticipated, there was a lot
of initial talk about gun control, metal detectors, police dogs,
and security guards. These were certainly important issues
but short of the real problem. Someone would eventually
7
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suggest a schoolwide campaign about being nicer to each
other, which in turn generated dialogue and opened doors to
softened hearts that allowed me to push harder against their
suggested methods that only treated symptoms of a “concealed weapon” they all unknowingly carried day-after-day
in lunchrooms, locker rooms, and crowded school hallways.
With a red marker in huge, block letters, I shifted the conversation and wrote A-L-O-N-E on the empty whiteboard in
every room. I asked, “Can anyone tell me about this word?”
My goal was to create empathy on the campus. I needed to
cultivate compassion and understanding. I wanted students to
see themselves through each other’s eyes, feel one another’s
insecurities. At first, there was silence. Then, robust chatter
was rapidly replaced by the sound of crickets—nothing—
which meant I had succeeded. My well-placed question had
broken through the surface to the deeper issue that must be
addressed if we were going to get to the heart of the matter
and begin to disarm this student body of their unknown but
deadly assault of creating a culture of alone. After years of
working with adolescents, I knew every seat was filled to some
degree with mask-wearing-face-hiding-pain-eating hearts
nobody knew or fully understood. And I only had one shot to
expose them to each other in a transparent exchange of ideas.
In the very last classroom of the day on the final day
of an extraordinary week, I experienced what can only be
described as heaven on earth. Figuratively, God showed up
in an eleventh-grade economics class and sat in a desk on
the front row disguised as a special education student. This
young man didn’t seem to fit into to the crowd. He had been
8
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mainstreamed into the general education population. The
boy’s face and name escape my memory after all these years,
but his words are indelibly burned into my mind and tattooed
on my heart forever. In a moment of poetic irony, this overlooked and marginalized young man spoke two words that
scarred me deeply and changed my life. And although I’m
still struggling to learn the complete lesson of his eloquence,
I’m forever grateful for his outrage and outburst.
Once again, this final classroom—like all others I’d previously visited—shifted into whisper mode following my
question, “Can anyone tell me about this word?” My ensuing attempts to break their silence fell far short of successful.
For the first time in five days, I felt stuck. No escape. I was
ensnared in my own trap. For the message to have real meaning, I needed the students to speak up and own it emotionally.
If the insight didn’t come from their personal experience, it
would lack any long-term impact in their lives.
My eyes were again drawn to my front-row-friend. I
knew he had an answer to share that was welling up in his
heart by the pooling tears that now filled his eyes. If you
had poked him at that moment, he would have leaked like a
faucet. He was physically trembling, and I was growing concerned for his emotional well-being. The conversation was
clearly resonating in his whole body. Other students had been
very impacted by the classroom discussions throughout the
week, but this boy’s visible response was different. I had to
risk asking.
“Hey, buddy. Did you want to share something about that
word?” From a level of pain that must have been festering
9
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inside of him for most of his life, he exploded with the force
of a pipe bomb. His shout and sharp reply shook the room
and reverberated inside all who were present.
“Alone sucks!”
Not a sound. No laughter. No snickering. Nothing. And
almost instantly, there was hardly a dry eye to be found in an
audience of teens. The classroom was silent with a depth of
understanding no other group of students was privileged to
experience that week. He cut right to the heart of the matter.
With just two words, this young man who was considered
intellectually impaired instantly became a professor of sorts.
In three syllables. That’s all it took to teach his peers more
about the idea of alone than I could ever begin to explain in
a lifetime. Immediately, everyone felt his agony and learned a
lesson I hoped would last forever.
Class dismissed.
I have carried that memory with me for many years.
There was no doubt from that moment on I would write
this book one day. The only question that remained was
when. I’ve waited for the right time and wrestled with how
to convey the power of alone as both our greatest problem
and God’s cure for our human crises ever since that Friday
classroom experience. And even though I’ve told the story
to audiences throughout the world many times, I feel as
though I’ve only scratched the surface of the significance of
this five-letter word, but perhaps the current climate of our
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culture and the pain of this generation is the canvas to paint
a picture from which we can all learn and consider reasons,
options, and solutions for a better existence.
More than likely, you’re reading this book because the
title captured your attention. The two words jumped off the
cover and ambushed your heart because down deep, we all
understand the pain, perplexity, and problem of alone, and
we know its effects on our lives. In other words, we’ve all been
there to some degree or another. And if we are completely
honest, most of us still deal with the residue of wounds perpetrated upon us by others that have wrapped us up and
warped our sense of a healthy self-image, a source of identity,
or a feeling of security, confidence, or belonging.
Regardless of age, most people are haunted by a negative
image, unhealthy belief, or destructive memory they carry
throughout their life. Someplace in the dark recesses of our
soul, there’s a nagging thought or idea that raises its ugly
head from time to time and reminds us of a pain that often
lies just beneath the surface of our sense of significance. My
hope in writing this book is to expose both the irony of this
two-sided coin and the complex mix of emotions humankind has battled from the beginning of time. I want to help
you untangle the massive amount of lies and messiness of
life that have entrapped people for millennia and set you
free to be the person God designed since the creation of
the world by dealing with the simplicity of just one highly
ignored five-letter word.
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